Call for Papers
The 2019 Annual pAGES & EFTSA Colloquium:
Climates of Change

pAGES (Association of Graduate English, Theatre, Film & Media Students) and EFTSA (English, Film, and Theatre Students Association) are hosting their annual colloquium with the theme Climates of Change on February 1, 2019. While climate change is the biggest challenge that humanity is facing, human history is littered with changes both big and small. From the French Revolution and the Civil Rights Movement to recent social upheavals such as the #MeToo movement and the upswing in the prominence of nationalism, the effects of such changes have been far reaching and impactful. We invite participants to reflect on, explore, and examine issues of change in its various iterations including, but not limited to:

- political changes, revolutions, rebellions, elections, protests
- metamorphoses, transformations, evolutions
- literary innovations, developments in genre
- historical and projected changes
- personal development, new identities, transitions

We welcome proposals for short papers (5-7 minutes), including critical and creative works and works-in-progress. **Please send titles and short abstracts of 150 words or less to Grace Paizen and Sabrina Mark at pages.info@umanitoba.ca by Monday, January 7, 2019.**